THE  GENTLEMAN  FARMER
"Because mankind in ways prescribed are found,
"Like flocks that follow on a beaten ground,
"Each abjefl: nature in the way proceeds,
"That now to shearing, now to slaughter leads.
" Should you -offend, though meaning no offence,
" You have no safety in your innocence ;	110
"The statute broken then is placed in view,
"And men must pay for crimes they never knew.
"Who would by law regain his plundered store,
"Would pick up fallen merc'ry from the floor j
" If he pursue it, here and there it slides;
" He would colleft it, but it more divides ;
"This part and this he stops, but still in vain,
cc It slips aside, and breaks in parts again ;
"Till, after time and pains, and care and cost,
cc He finds his labour and his objecS lost.	1*20
u But most it grieves me, (friends alone are round,)
"To see a man in priestly fetters bound;
a Guides to the soul, these friends of Heaven contrive,
" Long as man lives, to keep his fears alive ;
" Soon as an infant breathes, their rites begin j
"Who knows not sinning, must be freed from sin;
" Who needs no bond must yet engage in vows;
" Who has no judgment, must a creed espouse ;
" Advanced in life, *ur boys are bound by rules,
"Are catechised in churches, cloisters, schools,	130-
" And train'd in thraldom to be fit for tools j	[ j ]
" The youth ^rown up, he now a partner needs,
" And lo ! a priest, as soon as he succeeds.
" What man of sense can marriage-rites approve ?
" What man of spirit can be bound to love ?
" Forced to be kind ! compelPd to be sincere !
"Do chains and fetters make companions dear?
cc Pris'ners indeed we bind j but though the bond
"May keep them safe, it does not make them fond;
"The^ ring, the vow, the witness, licence, prayers,	140
" All 'parties known !  made public all affairs !
"Such forms men suffer, and from these they date
" A deed of love begun with all they hate.
"Absurd, that none the beaten road should shun,
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